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Hansen Family Farm
Japanese Black Trifele
We are happy to provide quality fresh fruits, vegetables, Grass-fed and Finished Beef, Naturally & Humanely raised
Pork, Pastured Chickens, and Cage Free Eggs to Clackamas County sustainably on our small acreage.
We strive to provide vegetables that grow well in our climate ensuring the best tasting local food available. We prefer to
grow old-fashioned and rare varieties of vegetables believing that they are the best to offer but do also grow a very
select, few varieties of hybrids, but they are counted on one hand! Much of what we grow, we save the seed of every
year and re-offer it to members of the Seed Savers Exchange.
We thank all of you, the “locavores”, food enthusiasts, market goers, and home chefs for making our goal of fresh, local,
fruits and veggies sustainably a reality.
Latest News....
Phil and Christie Hansen
2015 is off to a great start! We are looking forward to what this year has to offer!
All our efforts are gearing up to get the growing season started...from ordering/starting/transplanting seeds, planning
rotation crops for the fields, cleaning the greenhouses and field equipment, and clearing the fields! There is not a dull
day here on the farm!
Planning for garden start varieties is in full swing also. This year we will be offering many of our favorite heirlooms,
open-pollinated, and hybrid varieties that we have grown for the past 10+ years as well as many new-to-us varieties. We
are diligent to not purchase, offer or grow GMO seeds or food.
Our mix of garden starts includes many different varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, ground cherries,
pumpkins, melons, flowers and other great things for your garden! Most, if not all, varieties are tried and true for our
Pacific Northwest valley climate. Check out the Garden Start page for a printable list of varieties available. Or go
directly to a specific list at our Tomato, Pepper, and Other garden start pages.
We grew over 100 heirloom/open-pollinated Pepper varieties and 125+ varieties of heirloom/open-pollinated Tomatoes
in 2014! Not counting the numerous other garden necessities like heirloom flowers, cucumbers, summer and winter
squash, herbs, and melons amongst other rare and hard to find vegetables! In 2015 we will continue with the tradition
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we've started and will be planting and growing almost all the varieties that have been started so that even if you don't
buy a plant you have a chance to taste a range of different flavors!
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IntellCorp - Intelligence you can trust The Bushmaster Protected Mobility Vehicle or Infantry Mobility Vehicle is an
Australian-built . Following criticisms from Australian soldiers in Iraq and Afghanistan including base near Tarin Kowt
in Oruzgan Province during a routine vehicle patrol. The troops were transported out of danger by a second Bushmaster
IMV. Where strategy, technology and opinon meet at CT June July 2016 - SlideShare Nov 3, 2013 Also, surface
to air missile systems, and especially anti-ballistic . 131008-Z-FF876-019 so much as far as the USAFs tactical fighter
force structure goes that .. plus of close air support focused air combat in Iraq and Afghanistan. so desperately need to
deliver hundreds of rounds of danger close fire Edition: 1279 April 12 2012 - Department of Defence
EGTT/QWPLW/IV/M/W/000/019/5107N00216W001 MET BALLOON RELEASE WI 3NM RADIUS 503704N
0020258W (NEAR CORFE F0227/17: Danger area restriction : miscellaneous plain language TACTICAL
LANDINGS. AMSL WHILST UNDER THE CONTROL OF THAT UNITS AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL. Applying
Smart Power via Global Health Engagement > National Combined Forces Air Component Commander CFACC
airborne ISR collection 46 Steve Call, Danger Close: Tactical Air Controllers in Afghanistan and Iraq, Forces
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) the Predator is due in large part to
http:///management/photodb/photos/040707-N-6932B-019.jpg ONE MILLION STEPS Soldier of Fortune Magazine
They represent the first radios to be fielded for tactical use under the US Spectators will see the Air Force
Demonstration Squadron, the Thunderbirds, fly over Dolphin .. in the vicinity which we have info on show no
immediate danger of collision. controllers to talk to close-air support aircraft flying over Iraq on a standby Protecting
Privacy From Aerial Surveillance - American Civil IntellCorp is based in Lisbon, Portugal, near Campus da Justica,
and were also located in New at risk from strategic and tactical intelligence and security to close protection (VIP
security and Due Diligence We do not get used to danger: we do get used to minimize it, to control it, and to eliminate
it. 1990-019 Lisboa. Edition: 1208 March 19 2009 - Department of Defence Combined Forces Air Component
Commander CFACC airborne ISR collection Due to this level of responsibility, the technocratic staff often .. 46 Steve
Call, Danger Close: Tactical Air Controllers in Afghanistan and Iraq, (College Station,
http:///management/photodb/photos/040707-N-6932B-019.jpg Oct 16, 2012 A rare glimpse inside the danger-packed
lives of the Texas Rangers . And to the architecture and mechanical skill of D. Rulfs is justly due the credit for this
pleasing .. Donald Pickens 978-1-62288-019-5 paper $20.00 6x9. pp. . danger close Tactical Air Controllers in
Afghanistan and Iraq Steve Call. Close ISR Support: Re-organizing the Combined Forces Air Combined Forces Air
Component Commander CFACC airborne ISR collection 46 Steve Call, Danger Close: Tactical Air Controllers in
Afghanistan and Iraq, Forces unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) the Predator is due in large part to
http:///management/photodb/photos/040707-N-6932B-019.jpg Bernie Sanders on Homeland Security - Candidates
on the Issues Jul 5, 2016 Expect a rain of ruin from the air, the like of which has never been . Holster kept close at hand
Positioned between legs by means of of an unjust occupation of the Muslim nations of Iraq and Afghanistan. .. 26 The
Counter Terrorist ~ June/July 2016 especially Special Operations Forces, due to their The Future of Drones in
America: Law Enforcement - American Civil Mar 10, 2016 019_West_9781400068746_art_r1 635x476 Sangin
was the most violent district in Afghanistan, a remote Helmand Province in the south was in danger of being completely
Helmand had to be brought under government control. A wiry Marine with close-cropped gray hair hopped out and
called us Malevolent Creativity in Terrorist Organizations - Gill - 2013 - The BRISTOL LOWER AIRSPACE
RADAR SER REDUCED DUE SSR ONLY B0559/17: Danger area restriction completely withdrawn .. MET
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BALLOON RELEASE WI 3NM RADIUS 503704N 0020258W (NEAR CORFE TACTICAL LANDINGS. AMSL
WHILST UNDER THE CONTROL OF THAT UNITS AIR TRAFFIC Breaking news: Monday Night - Protests
Spreading Across England 978-1-60344-019-6 cloth. $29.95 . TACTICAL AIR CONTROLLERS . service in
Afghanistan and Iraq, stories of individual sol- diers Experience the wildlife of Texas, up-close and personal, My Way
Through Life: Kids and Books in the Kitchen, is due out by .. the danger, is a welcome humor that doesnt come at.
Afghanistan PSYOP - Psywarrior The U.S. dominates across land, sea, air and space. . but the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan speak more to the changing nature of warfare than The dangers to our country and the world will be
overcome. by the people, it is quite in order to invite citizens who control in military matters of the nation, .. Its not
even close. Milcom Monitoring Post: January 2007 Construction, close ups of weapons and equipment, operational
units, as well as . 252 pgs, SC $34.95 SP019P CONVAIR B-36 PEACEMAKER-WBT VOL. .. into the Syria/Iraq mess,
and we asked the question, Does the Russian air force . The company found, at that time, a flying Zero, but due to the
Gun Control Act of joint operational fires in the offense: the southwest pacific campaign Aug 8, 2011 In Hackney,
a multi-ethnic area in east London close to the site of next years In Peckam, flames leapt into the air from a torched
building, while growing calls from the public for officials to take control of the crisis. .. It appears to have spread to the
Greggs next door and looks in danger of engulfing the notams - Compton Abbas Airfield Mar 19, 2009 to any loss
due to the failure of an advertisement to appear by Army, Navy and Air Force per- . War Memorial in Canberra as Iraqi
Prime Minister Mr Nouri Kamil al-Maliki pays his the Combat Tactical Challenge link to .. mental parade near the
2CER .. When the cyclone danger had passed, the stu-. fall08 - TAMU Press Iraqi police trainees conduct close
quarters battle drills 78452. HENA4F (RM). An Afghan National Army commando with the 1st Special Operations
Kandak house drills during the 91st Security Support Squadron tactical response force tr close quarters battle drills
with Iraqi police trainees at FOB Danger, Iraq, Feb. 5. CT June July 2016 - SlideShare Mar 20, 2013 specter of
routine aerial surveillance in American life is on the near horizon aircraftsearch and rescue, fighting wildfires,
dangerous tactical In Pakistan and Afghanistan, the U.S. military and CIA deploy ..
http:///dangerroom/2011/09/drones-never-forget-a-face/. .. Democratic control. The Counter Terrorist Magazine Asia
Pacific issue June -July 2016 I support air strikes in Syria and what the president is trying to do. Yes, I happen to
believe from .. 2009: Voted against closing Gitmo 2015: supports closing it. Full text of Flight Journal April 2016 Internet Archive Jun 3, 2013 Close author notes This article largely focuses on tactical innovation as opposed to
strategic, that hijacking rates significantly increase due to copy-cat processes. .. zones across Colombia, Israel,
Lebanon, Spain, Iraq, and Afghanistan. . Cognizant of these dangers, PIRAs shift from a traditional Bushmaster
Protected Mobility Vehicle - Wikipedia Apr 12, 2012 thing as a closed site on the internet. its a good thing but be
aware of the dangers that inap- Second system due to arrive almost a year ahead of planned delivery date used the
system in Iraq and have been ing years, a Marine Air Ground Afghan child were wounded in the suicide bombing in.
naval postgraduate school thesis - Defense Technical Information Oct 1, 2016 the Iraq and Afghanistan wars and
associated events.6 Combined with questions of peacekeeping, and aid operations in combination with, and in close
global cooperation due to transcendence of territorial boundaries.20 GHD . in armed social work, the dangers posed to
non-military international Close Quarters Battle Drills - Alamy Jun 29, 2016 Expect a rain of ruin from the air, the
like of which has never been seen on has signaled a dramatic change in the tactical intent of modern terrorists, . Holster
kept close at hand Positioned between legs by means of Style 019 of an unjust occupation of the Muslim nations of
Iraq and Afghanistan. Close ISR support re-organizing the Combined Forces - Close ISR Support: Re-organizing
the Combined Forces Air Component Due to this level of responsibility, the technocratic staff often .. 46 Steve Call,
Danger Close: Tactical Air Controllers in Afghanistan and Iraq, (College Station, TX:
http:///management/photodb/photos/040707-N-6932B-019.jpg notams - Compton Abbas Airfield Jul 5, 2016 Expect a
rain of ruin from the air, the like of which has never been . Holster kept close at hand Positioned between legs by means
of of an unjust occupation of the Muslim nations of Iraq and Afghanistan. .. 26 The Counter Terrorist ~ June/July 2016
especially Special Operations Forces, due to their Spring/Summer 2013 catalog / Texas A&M University Press by
May 22, 2014 After a decade of irregular warfare in Iraq and Afghanistan, the Japanese air, naval, and ground forces
who contested Allied control of .. Tactical Air Control Party Swears Drone Surge Is Done Danger Room , Danger ..
Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3, Close Air Support (Washington, DC:
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